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I do custom software development in cheminformatics.
I train computational chemists in Python programming.
I sell my “chemfp” package for fast similarity searches.

This funds my own research interest in cheminformatics.

How to make cheminformatics software more effective?

- usability (APIs, user-interfaces, human factors)
- improved explanations of how things work
- faster, flexible, modifiable tools

Cheminformatics Addiction
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Classic cheminformatics search methods

- identity
- similarity
- substructure (input molecule)
- subgraph (SMARTS/MDL Query)

These are solved problems ... almost.
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Scientifically solved is not the same as engineering solved

Graph isomorphism possible in the 1970s.
Canonicalization of line notations in the 1980s.

Special-purpose server (Thor) ~1990.
Database server extensions (Oracle, MySQL) ~2000.

Build-your-own (OEChem+sqlite+web server)

Evolution of exact match search

Nor is “solved” the same as “widely understood.”
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Exact match search takes trivial time.
(Still questions on tautomers, etc.)

Similarity search of multi-million fingerprint
sets in under 0.1 seconds (with chemfp)

Can we do that for substructure search?
(Can we do that from the command-line?)

Will it work on “small” hardware?

Not yet.
How close can we get?
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Draw a structure and use that as a substructure

This is not the same as a SMARTS substructure search.

What do I mean by “substructure search”?
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Atom type matches

O

C OSuppose I draw 

Should it match ?

Yes.
Atoms must have the same element. 

Ignore atom aromaticity.
(In general, also handle isotope and charge.)
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C CSuppose I draw 
Should it match benzene?

Suppose I draw: 
O

O
O

O
Should it match ?

If yes, then single bonds match aromatic bonds.
Should double bonds match aromatic bonds?

Bond type matches
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I don’t know what people do.

This isn’t much talked about.
Do you have advice?

I’m going to make my life easier.

Bond types must match exactly.
Single-Single

Aromatic:Aromatic
Double=Double

Triple#Triple

(And I’m going to get it wrong.)
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from openeye.oechem import *

query_smiles = "Pc1ccccc1P"

query_mol = OEGraphMol()
OEParseSmiles(query_mol, query_smiles)

# Perceive aromaticity (converts C1=CC=CC=C1 into c1ccccc1)
OEAssignAromaticFlags(query_mol)
    
# Remove all hydrogens (including polar hydrogens
# and those with stereo and isotopic labels.)
OESuppressHydrogens(query_mol)

# Convert a structure molecule into a "query molecule", aka, "qmol"
# (BTW, the atom flags should include Isotope and FormalCharge)
query = OESubSearch(query_mol,
                    OEExprOpts_AtomicNumber,
                    OEExprOpts_BondOrder) # include OEExprOpts_Aromaticity?

# Previously processed and converted into OEB format
ifs = oemolistream("chembl_13-desalted.oeb")
for target in ifs.GetOEGraphMols():
    if query.SingleMatch(target):
        print target.GetTitle()

Search compounds from a file

CHEMBL42853
CHEMBL104807
CHEMBL105516
CHEMBL262339
CHEMBL316803
CHEMBL319516
CHEMBL321569
CHEMBL320374

?
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Search compounds in memory

Load the compounds into memory

ifs = oemolistream("chembl_13-desalted.oeb")

targets = []
for mol in ifs.GetOEGraphMols():
    # Need to make a copy of the GraphMol.
    # (The iterator reuses the same object.)
    mol = OEGraphMol(mol)
    targets.append(mol)
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I don’t have enough memory

Before:

After:

11 GB of virtual memory for 1,142,974 molecules. 
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Minimol  to the rescue!

ifs = oemolistream("chembl_13-desalted.oeb")

targets = []
for mol in ifs.GetOEGraphMols():
    # Copy into a MiniMol then compress it.
    mol = OEGraphMol(mol, OEMolBaseType_OEMiniMol)
    mol.Compress()
    targets.append(mol)

3.5 GB of virtual memory for 1,142,974 molecules. 
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Minimol vs. OEGraphMol

Minimol cannot be edited.
Takes 1/3 the space.

Faster when used as a substructure target!

about 3.5 seconds with a minimol
about 4.5 seconds with a normal OEGraphMol

(+/- 2.5 seconds. Max is 21 seconds)

(BTW, there’s also a DBMol.)
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Sequence Query Collection

The structure query collection ("SQC") project is meant for 
developers of small-molecule chemical search systems who want to 
benchmark and optimize their system to handle real-world queries.

 o BindingDB_exact
   User-generated structures sketched with Marvin used as an exact
   search in BindingDB

 o BindingDB_similarity
   User-generated structures sketched with Marvin and used for a similarity
   search in BindingDB

 o BindingDB_substructure
   User-generated structures sketched with Marvin and used as a
   substructure query in BindingDB

 o Rarey_smarts
   Literature-based SMARTS reported in "Systematic benchmark of
   substructure search in molecular graphs - From Ullmann to VF2" by
   Hans-Christian Ehrlich and Matthias Rarey.

 o RDKit_smarts
   "Various smarts filters collected and contributed by Richard Lewis"
   to the RDKit project. 

 o RDMACCS
   Cross-platform versions of the RDKit SMARTS patterns for the
   MACCS keys.

https://bitbucket.org/dalke/sqc

3488
queries
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O

OpenEye-Path/1 numbits=32 minbonds=0 maxbonds=5 atype=AtomicNumber btype=BondOrder

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1

“Daylight-style” linear hashes using paths of length 0-5.

O
O-C

O-C-C
O-C-C-C 

O-C-C-C-C
O-C-C-C-C-C

C
C-C

C-C-C
C-C-C-C 

C-C-C-C-C
C-C-C-C-C-C

12 different paths
10 bits set

(Likely two collisions.)

hash is based on the atom and bond types modulo number of bits

Looks like it includes no 
count information.
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Hash screen

O

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1

qu
er

y
ta

rg
et

If query is a substructure of target then
hash(query) ∧ hash(target) = hash(query)

The converse isn’t necessarily true.

1 1  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1C-S-O-O
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Why? Bit screens are fast
Trade-off: precompute to get faster search

1,142,974 records

query 
fingerprint

30,000 records

query 
molecule

query

substructure search

fingerprint screen

2,500 records

Fast
4 million fps/sec

(1024 bits)

Not as fast
327,000 test/sec
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OpenEye-Path/2 numbits={numbits} minbonds=0 maxbonds=5
atype=AtmNum btype=Order

numbits screening 
time (s)

% passed 
screen

bit
density

%
precision

est. search 
time (s)

128 0.05 5.4 0.70 3.9 0.24

256 0.06 3.0 0.49 6.8 0.17

512 0.08 2.4 0.29 8.6 0.17

1024 0.22 2.3 0.16 9.0 0.30

2048 0.38 2.3 0.08 9.0 0.46

no screening: 2.5 sec4 billion substructure tests
0.21% = 8,4 million matches
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OEGraphSim also supports
circular and tree fingerprints...

linear path

circular

tree

(I haven’t tested these at all.)
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... and 166 bit MACCS fingerprints.

MACCS is feature-based, not hash based.
It was originally designed for screening.

Now almost solely used for similarity.
(I couldn’t get it to work as a screen.)

The 881 PubChem/CACTVS keys are another feature-based 
screening fingerprint. I’m working on a version for OEChem.
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bit 1: isotope specified
bit 2: Group IVa,Va,VIa Periods 4-6 atom
bit 3: actinide atom
bit 4: Group IIIB,IVB atom
bit 5: Lanthanide atom
bit 6: Group VB,VIB,VIIB atom
bit 7: QAAA@1 pattern
 ...
bit 10: 4-member ring
 ...
bit 139: at least 4 oxygens
 ...

Thanks to Greg Landrum for these details

Some MACCS-key bit definitions

Pattern selection based on 
human intuition guided by 

search result sizes
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Rumor is that feature screens are more selective,
for the types of databases they are tuned for.

I’ve not been able to test this.

Hash keys are smaller (166, 768, or 881) than the 
“usual” 1024 bit screens.

1024 bits = 128 bytes;  ChEMBL SMILES = 53 bytes

Why feature keys?
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Can I improve on feature key selection 
for substructure screening?

We have large datasets now.
Can we mine them for better keys?

Generate all subgraphs of up to 5 bonds.
Canonicalize them.

Select a diverse subset.
Use those as the keys.
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Subgraph enumeration

OEChem/OEGraphSim does not have this. 

Wrote my own in Python.
Code is a bit too complicated for a slide.

And it doesn’t highlight anything about OEChem.

End up with a list of atom and bonds in the subgraph.
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Subgraph canonicalization

OEChem/OEGraphSim does not have this. 

For this case it’s pretty easy to implement your own.

OEChem deals with molecular graphs, not molecules.
Make a new graph using just the subgraph information.
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Canonicalize the new “fragment” molecule

mol = OEGraphMol()
OEParseSmiles(mol, "C=POCCC#N")
fragment_mol = new_from_subgraph(mol, [1,2], [1])
print OECreateCanSmiString(fragment_mol)

This generates [O][P]. Which is likely okay.
I would rather have it as a SMARTS.
a) ignore aromaticity with [#8][#15]
b) explicit bond type with [#8]-[#15]

SuperAtoms to the rescue!
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SuperAtoms (hack)
Controls whether atoms with atomic number zero ..., and a non-empty 
name string property (as determined by the OEAtomBase::GetName) 
should be displayed in SMILES superatom notation, rather than just [*].

>>> from openeye.oechem import *
>>> mol = OEGraphMol()
>>> OEParseSmiles(mol, "c1ccccc1O")
True
>>> for atom in mol.GetAtoms():
...   atom.SetName("#%d" % atom.GetAtomicNum())
...   atom.SetIsotope(atom.GetAtomicNum())   # Hack!
...   atom.SetAtomicNum(0)
... 
>>> OECreateSmiString(mol, OESMILESFlag_Canonical | OESMILESFlag_Kekule |
...                        OESMILESFlag_Isotopes)
''[8*H][6*]1=[6*H][6*H]=[6*H][6*H]=[6*H]1'
>>> OECreateSmiString(mol, OESMILESFlag_Canonical | OESMILESFlag_Kekule |
...                        OESMILESFlag_Isotopes | OESMILESFlag_SuperAtoms)
''[#8][#6]1=[#6][#6]=[#6][#6]=[#6]1''
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No SuperBonds?

I needed to assign an isotope value to each atom so canonicalization 
works correctly. (Otherwise all of the atoms would be the same, 

excepting bond patterns.)

I often use isotope as a “free” atom label. Even if there wasn’t a 
SuperAtom, I could still use a combination of the isotope and the 

atomic number to control uniqueness, but that requires some post-
processing of the SMILES.

Unfortunately, OEChem doesn’t have any way to control the bond 
labels. I might like an explicit aromatic bond “:” or require that a 

bond be in a ring “@” or not in a ring “!@”.

I used my opensmiles-ragel parser to convert implicit bond types 
("[#6][#8]") to explicit single bonds ("[#6]-[#8]").
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0:28,1:62,2:13,3:39,4:44,5:11,6:2,7:5,8:3,9:3,10:31,11,12:10,13:5,14:5,15:17,16:
5,17:5,18:5,19:39,20:39,21:5,22:5,23:5,24:28,25:28,26:5,27:5,28:21,29:27,30:26,3
1:7,32:4,33:3,34:7,35:4,36:3,37:2,38:2,39:2,40,41,42,43,44,45,46:2,47:2,48,49,50
,51:11,52:19,53,54:11,55,56:11,57:2,58,59:11,60,61,62:10,63:11,64:20,65:10,66,67
:22,68:11,69,70:31,71:10,72:10,73:10,74:9,75:11,76:10,77:10,78:20,79:11,80:5,81:
10,82:10,83:10,84:9,85:21,86:10,87:10,88:30,89:11,90:10,91:10,92:10,93:11,94:10,
95:10,96:10,97:10,98:10,99:10,100:10,101:10,102:9,103:9,104:2,105:10,106,107,108
:2,109,110,111,112,113,114,115,116,117:4,118,119:2,120:3,121:5,122,123,124:3,125
,126,127,128,129:2,130,131,132,133,134,135,136,137,138  CHEMBL500223

Sparse fingerprints

0  [#7] CHEMBL500223,CHEMBL500234,CHEMBL156735,...
1  [#6] CHEMBL500223,CHEMBL500234,CHEMBL500730,...
2  [#8] CHEMBL500223,CHEMBL500234,CHEMBL500730,...
 ...
138  [#7][#6]([#6]=[#8])[#6][#8] CHEMBL500223,CHEMBL506996,CHEMBL507128,...
 ...
60329  [#6][#6]([#8])[#7][#8][#15] CHEMBL1076505

Inverted list
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Feature selection

Which of the 60,392 features make good filters?

What about the 1.5 million count-based features?
‘at least 14 nitrogens’

I don’t know how to do this. Suggestions?
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Each bit is a node in a decision tree

queries

targets

has feature  ?
i

queries
with feature

targets
with feature all targets

queries 
without 
feature

w/

w/o

w/ w/o
Before node ,

all query fingerprints 
have the same prefix. 
All target fingerprints 
contain that prefix.

i
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... another 509 levels ...

“[#7][#6]”

“[#6]=[#6]”

“[#7][#6]([#6]=[#8])[#6][#8]”

An unusual decision tree. 
Identical decisions for the same level.
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Does it work? - No. ☹

threshold numbits % passed 
screen bit density precision est. search 

time (s) comment

512 2.4 0.29 3.9 0.17 best hash 
method

1,000,000 192 21 0.12 0.9 0.73 ran out of 
memory

100,000 512 20 0.11 1.0 0.73 ran out of 
patience

10,000 192 23 0.11 0.9 0.81 gave up on 
approach
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Method hates worst case?

10 queries and 100,000 targets 

The best greedy solution might match 2 
queries and 33 targets with a fragment.

Really need to find the best fragment 
across all nodes at a given level.

Perhaps use multiple patterns for a bit?
Possible avenue for future work?
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Search for a better selection method? ...

.. or stop thinking about bit screens?
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Take advantage of sparse data
Screens work best with a density of 0.5.

In PubChem, only about 500 fragments have a density > 1%

Subset of PubChem with 21.6 million structures.
Fragments of up to size 7 atoms.
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Full inverted index screen
0  [#7] CHEMBL500223,CHEMBL500234,CHEMBL156735,...
1  [#6] CHEMBL500223,CHEMBL500234,CHEMBL500730,...
2  [#8] CHEMBL500223,CHEMBL500234,CHEMBL500730,...
 ...
60329  [#6][#6]([#8])[#7][#8][#15] CHEMBL1076505

Enumerate query to get its canonical fragments
[#7], [#8], [#8][#7], ...

Find the intersection of the corresponding sets
{CHEMBL500223, CHEMBL500234, CHEMBL156735 ... } ∩
{CHEMBL500223, CHEMBL500234, CHEMBL500730 ... } ∩
    ...

⇒ {CHEMBL500223, CHEMBL500234, ... }
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Can use negative information.
If a fragment doesn’t exist in the inverted index 

then there will be no match.

Optimizations

Include tests for fragment counts.
query count must be ≤ target count

Only worry about the long tail/uncommon fragments.
The most common fragments aren’t that useful

except to take up time and memory.

Precomputed/exact matches for some small queries.
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Preliminary results

Unfortunately, can’t do a direct comparison.
Results are affected by Kekulé assignment.

It appears to be about 6x better at screening. 
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What else have I been doing 
with substructure enumeration?
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Multiple Structure MCS
Given a set of N compounds, what is largest 
substructure common to at least M of them?

M=N=9 M=8  N=9

CHEBI:35500 1,4-benzodiazepinone
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Funded by Roche. More details at the Sheffield conference.

- Pick a reference structure.
- Enumerate its substructures, depth-first.
- Turn each substructure into a query.
    (I use a SMARTS but a qmol should work.)
- Test if the SMARTS exists in M-1 other
    other compounds.
- If it does, grow the substructure.
- Repeat for N-M other reference structures.

Enumeration-based solution

Similar to frequent graph mining(!)
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Feature requests to OpenEye

Canonicalization:
  - subgraph canonicalization
  - specify atom/bond output representations
  - specify initial atom/bond rankings?

Subgraph enumeration:
 - all subgraphs between M and N bonds
 - similar to existing fingerprint code in OEGraphSim

Directed subgraph enumeration:
 - callback for if a given subgraph should be expanded
 - callback for priority
 - .. leading to a multi-compound MCS implementation?
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